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You wake into a dream somewhere in the middle of India. The rhythmic 
rocking back and forth that first lulled you to sleep is suddenly disrupted by 
the high-pitched screeching of metal against metal and a jerking halt, 
almost throwing you out of your bunk, followed by doors banging, cold 
wind blowing and the frantic sound of “foreign”-speaking travelers 
fighting to get on and off the train. Then, an echoing chorus of baritone 
voices all singing the same repetitive melody — “chai-ee, chai-eeee, 
chai-eeeeee!” — weave together into a cacophonous symphony cutting 
through all the other noise.

The dream blends into reality as your eyes open to the blurry vision of a 
steaming aluminum teakettle and a bucket of clay cups attached to a dark, 
skinny man behind a thick black mustache moving up the aisle. You are not 
dreaming! Desperately fishing your tired fingers through pockets wrapped 
up in a twisted sleeping bag, you finally procure four rupees and return the 
call, “Ji, ek chai!” One chai, sir! You meet eyes as he navigates through 
the luggage-laden throng to your bedside.

With pointed awareness, he pours a dark, thick stream of chai into a small 
clay cup, raising the pot as he pours, for a frothy finish, without spilling a 
drop. He places the hot cup into your welcoming hands, warming your 
fingers and dampening your face with tea-perfumed moisture. The earthen 
cup touches your dry lips as the sugary, spiced chai rolls over your tongue, 
awakening your taste buds, slowly spilling warmth across your throat and 
down through the center of your chest and into your stomach, warming 
you to the core. Ahhh, yes. All the painstaking travel has just paid off 
again, with another perfect cup of Indian chai.



throughout most of India. In West 
Bengal it is called cha, in Nepal and Darjeeling, chiyaa. The Hindi word 
chai, derived from the Mandarin or Cantonese word cha, refers to the 
black, green, oolong or other types of tea, all made through different 
processing methods from the same Camellia sinensis plant. Next to water, 
chai (also known as tea) is the world’s most consumed beverage.
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take pride 
in their chai. After all, making chai is what they 
do for a living every day, all day long. Many 
chai wallahs develop a stylized preparation and 
presentation for their chai. They put a little 
something special in their blend: a pinch of spicy 
garam masala powder, a smashed-up nub of ginger 
— or even a strand of saffron on top — to make it 
unique and keep their customers coming back. 
Sometimes it is the performance that sells the 
chai. Some let the chai boil until an instant 
before it spills over the side; then, with great 
agility, they swirl the pot an inch above the flame, 
suspending it in an almost- boiling-over state 
before removing it from the heat and repeating 
the trick. In Kolkata, the “metre-pour” chai, 
where the chai wallah blends the chai by pouring 
it back and forth between pots two arm lengths 
apart, attracts a thirsty crowd. 

Most chai wallahs prepare their chai in small 
batches on a per-order basis. In large cities, 
however, the chai business is often divided into 
one central chai wallah, who makes enormous 

batches of chai, and sellers, who take and fill 
orders from local shops. For the chai delivery 
person, the faster he can move on foot through 
the crowded city streets, the more chai he can sell.

When pulling into a train station in India, 
the first sound you hear is the ensemble of chai 
wallahs singing their sales pitch. Breaking chai 
into two syllables and accentuating the second, 
“chai-eee, chai-eee,” the chai wallahs make them - 
selves known to the passengers. You can hang out 
the window and get a chai to go, or wait for them 
to come to your seat.

In India, I preferred to purchase my chai 
from the wallah with the best vibes — one who  
was wearing a smile and kept a clean chai stall.  
In Banaras, at Raju chai stand under a tree on 
the orange and white steps of Assi Ghat, I 
watched a young chai wallah as he made his first 
pot of the day. I was surprised to see several 
people waiting on the steps for their morning 
cup when there were several other chai wallahs in 
view already serving. I sat down to wait with them. 

The young man strained the boiled pot into 
an aluminum teakettle. He then poured a small 
bit of chai next to the orange cooking-burner 
flame, reverently closed his eyes, and paused for 
a moment. I recognized this as an as offering to 
the ancient Vedic God Agni, Lord of Fire. He 
then poured the first cup into a clay vessel and 
handed it to me. I felt honored. Even though I 
prefer a little ginger or cardamom in my chai, 
instead of the instant coffee he sprinkled on top, 
he became my new favorite chai wallah.
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One generally held belief (or chai conspiracy theory) we heard 
repeatedly during our travels is that the British, knowing tea’s 
addictive properties and seeing an enormous new local market, 
at first dispensed tea at no cost to the Indian population. This 
marketing plan paid off, as India became among the world’s 
largest consumer and producer of tea. Eventually tea, with its 
energy-giving medicine, made its way into Grandma’s spice 
decoctions. Add some milk and sugar, originating from both 
the Indian Ayurvedic and British teatime traditions, and 
masala chai was born. There is, of course, no way to sub-
stantiate this chai creation story, but it seems plausible to us. 

Later, the British tradition of tea sipping seeped into Indian 
culture. Chai dukans, or chai shops, became the new meeting 
place where men would gather to drink chai and socialize. At 
dhabas, the Indian 24-hour truck stops, Punjabi truck drivers 
demanded a strong cup of masala chai as a restorative drink 
to get them through the long hours of driving.

Chai is such an integral part of Indian culture, I think any 
Indian who scrutinizes America’s recent chai craze might 
wonder, “What took you so long?” As a foolish American 
chai lover, I offer my humble thanks to the long line of 
grand mothers on the other side of the world who gave us 
the gift of masala chai.

As we traveled throughout India researching chai, we would 
devote time each day to sitting around chai stalls conversing 
with chai wallahs and their patrons. We casually interviewed 
people about their chai habits and what they thought made 
a good cup of masala chai. We were also attempting to gather 
an oral history of how this omnipresent drink came to be. 
One question we consistently asked people was, “What is the 
origin of masala chai?” The overwhelming response to our 
informal survey was that it was “grandmother’s chai.” 

Grandmother, the traditional caretaker of the household, 
would brew a blend of plant roots, bark and seeds if a family 
member became ill or as a tonic to stay healthy through the 
changing seasons. In fact, many of the ingredients now found 
in a classic cup of masala chai are useful for treating colds, flu, 
stomach ailments, digestive problems, lung issues and other 
common maladies. These family recipes were handed down 
from mother to daughter to granddaughters over generations 
spanning hundreds of years. 

Then came the Brits. Back in Britain, folks had developed 
quite an expensive habit of drinking Chinese tea, which 
became their most popular beverage. To make a long story of 
war, slavery, deforestation and sweeping Western imperialism 
short, Britain’s East India Company, seeking independence 
from the high cost of Chinese tea, established its own tea 
plantations in northeast India. This turned India into a big, 
profitable tea party, opening the floodgates to an ocean of tea 
on the subcontinent. 
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Banaras, also called Varanasi or Kashi, is an 
ancient holy city on the Western bank of the 
Ganges River, or Ganga, in the Indian state of 
Uttar Pradesh. It has the distinction of being 
one of the oldest continuously occupied cities on 
the planet. While traveling through India over 
a century ago, Mark Twain wrote, “Banaras is 
older than history, older than tradition, older 
than legend, and looks twice as old as all of them 
put together.” 

Banaras is the abode of Lord Shiva, the God 
of transformation. Shiva is also revered as the 
God of death, life’s greatest transformation. In 
Banaras, the fires of the smashan, the hallowed 
cremation grounds, have glowed continuously 
for millennia, cremating devoted Hindus who 
are brought there at death to shed their bodies 
and have their ashes relinquished into the 
Ganga. We humbly observed this rite, as 
mourning families ceremoniously burned their 
dead, swaddled in bright cloth and adorned with 
flowers, on top of smoking wood-fueled pyres. It 
is said that to die in Banaras ensures liberation 
from the cycles of death and rebirth. Although 
dying was not our intent yet, the atmosphere 
there created the perfect opportunity to reflect 
on the body’s impermanence. 

Pilgrims also go to Banaras to be reborn. The 
banks of the river spring to life each morning 
before sunrise as devotees greet the day with a 

ritual bath in the holy Ganga to cleanse their 
sins. Hands folded, they dip into the murky 
waters and offer prayers to the river goddess.

The long flights of steps leading down to the 
river, known as ghats, are used not only for 
sacramental bathing and burning the dead, but 
also for cricket playing, water-buffalo dipping, 
wrestling, chai sipping and just about every 
other human activity imaginable. A stroll or 
boat ride along the ghats provides a colorful look 
at the masses of people, whose lives are entirely 
reliant on the river, going about their daily 
riverside rituals. Men and women, young and 
old, chant prayers and offer flowers and floating 
ghee lamps to Ganga. Dhobi wallahs, or laundry 
washers, stand in the shallow water, whirling 
and whacking wet clothes against large, flat river 
stones. They lay out rows of trousers, shirts and 
colorful six-meter-length saris to dry on the 
ghats. Young boys swim to stay cool in the 
sweltering heat, playfully splashing the tourist 
boats, thus purifying sightseers’ souls with 
Ganga’s all-sanctifying water. 

The chai wallahs in Banaras served up some of 
our favorite chai on the subcontinent. It was 
dark, strong, and thick with freshwater buffalo’s 
milk. But what really made it the best was the 
remembrance of our temporal existence and 
treasuring each cup as if it were the last.
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Chai from a clay cup — that raw, astringent taste 
of earth, mixed with gingery-sweet-milky tea — is 
the taste of India. An Indian adventure would be 
incomplete without the experience of sipping 
chai at an open-air chai stall and the gratifying, 
childlike pleasure that comes with tossing your 
single-use clay cup and hearing it POP as you 
watch it hit the ground and break into bits. 

Potters spin these small cups out of local river 
clay. The cups are sun-dried, half-baked in an 
open fire and delivered to nearby chai stalls. 
Chai wallahs customarily tap the bottom of the 
unglazed cup to dislodge any traces of dirt 
before pouring the chai. Even so, we inevitably 
ingested a bit of melted clay with our chai. This 
enhanced the chai’s character and, we surmised, 
also provided a daily dose of multi-mineral 
supplement. (I have been tempted to throw a 
little dirt in my chai at home.) In time, the 
broken cups dissolve back into the earth. 

In addition to being environmentally sus tain able, 
clay cups are the hygienic alternative to drinking 
chai from a glass. Chai glasses in India typically 
get rinsed in a bucket of cold water rather than 
being sterilized with soap and hot water. Drinking 

chai from a glass can inadvertently expose one to 
myriad communicable diseases. 

The water itself is also cause for concern. Most 
water used by street chai wallahs is not purified, 
and may be host to an array of bacteria, viruses, 
amoebas and parasites. Although the chai is boiled 
thoroughly and poses no risk, the glasses are often 
reused while still dripping wet. Even a few drops 
of this water in your chai can cause upset stomach, 
diarrhea or worse, sending you running and 
looking for a bathroom — often a difficult thing 
to locate on the streets of India. This unpleasant 
experience can be avoided by patronizing chai 
stalls that use disposable clay cups. 

The cups come in diverse sizes and shapes 
throughout India. The average clay cup holds 
about three or four ounces, but can vary from 
the size of a shot glass in Gujarat to the over - 

indulgent, super-sized, ten-ounce chai we found 
across from the Hare Krishna temple in Vrin-
davan. On several occasions we enjoyed a small 
two-ounce cup of chai for only one rupee (about 
two and a half cents). The modest portions 
conditioned us to sip slowly and savor our chai, 
giving us the opportunity to socialize at more 
chai shops throughout the day. 

In Banaras, clay cups are called puruas; in West 
Bengal, bhaar; and across much of India they are 
referred to as kullarhs. At train stations, the cups 
are jokingly nicknamed pi ke puht, pi ke meaning 
“to drink” and puht referring to the sound it 
makes when it hits the tracks — drink and chuck. 

The minister of the Indian Railway System 
banned train chai wallahs from using plastic 
cups, because of the overwhelming amount of 
litter they have generated in recent years. 
 Unfortunately, from our observation, this 
regulation was routinely ignored. Considering 
the resources saved and the potential refuse that 
would be created by hundreds of millions of 
daily chai drinkers, the ancient clay cup continues 
to be a timeless solution.
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Walking in the sweltering mid-morning sun on 
our way to the Sita-Ram temple, we were lured 
into a chai stand by a pair of smiling brown eyes 
beaming out from under a simple tarp-covered 
stall. As we sat down on the low bench, the chai 
wallah attempted to touch our feet, a gesture 
of profound reverence usually reserved for holy 
swamis or Brahmins, members of the highest 
social caste. Considering ourselves casteless and 
on equal footing, we quickly slid our feet out of 
the way. Once again, we felt humbled by the 
custom of treating the guest as God. 

Jai Ram was a vendor of chai, paan, cigarettes 
and miscellaneous snacks. As we found prevalent 
in Chitrakoot, he made his chai with fresh ginger, 
peeling it first then smashing it with an iron 
weight on his wooden platform held up with 
bricks. Ginger acts as a diaphoretic, causing 
perspiration, thus cooling the body down. After 
simmering the ginger with the milk, water, tea 
and sugar, he smashed up two green cardamom 
pods and added them to the mixture. 

As the chai bubbled, Jai Ram gazed intently into 
the pot, as though empowering it with prayer. 
His every movement was deliberate and graceful, 
each hand gesture like a secret chai wallah mudra, 
or ritual gesture. As we watched him slowly pour 
the milk or twirl the pot or spoon in the sugar,  
it was as if we sat before a temple priest making 
offerings to the deity. 

In proper tea fashion not typical of chai stalls, 
Jai Ram strained our chai into a metal teapot, 
then poured it into our glasses atop a decorative 
platter. As he served us, he bowed his head and 
again tried to touch our feet. Again we pulled 
our feet back and bowed.

We sipped our chai slowly to enjoy Jai Ram’s 
company and take respite from the heat. Our 
conversation was sparse, after only a few weeks 
of Hindi lessons, but so much was said in the 
silence. Jenny gave Jai Ram a gift of one of the 
Ganesh cards she had painted. He smiled, held 
the painting to his forehead and placed it on his 
altar next to images of Sita, Rama and Hanuman.
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Cows are venerated throughout India, as the 
Hindu scriptures teach that the cow offers the 
same nurturing sustenance to humankind as a 
mother does for her own children. The gifts of 
the benevolent cow are seemingly endless. Cows 
provide milk, yogurt, cheese, butter and ghee to 
eat, while bulls plow the fields that yield grain 
and vegetables. Composted cow manure is a vital 
fertilizer in organic farming, and cows’ urine is 
applied to plants for pest control and a source of 
nitrogen. Cow dung, called gobar, is formed into 
patties and dried as a primary fuel source in rural 
areas. Fresh manure is also shoveled into under-
ground tanks to produce biogas for cooking stoves. 

Building materials, such as bricks and mud 
plaster, are also made with dung. A dung-water 
solution is used to purify and disinfect homes 
and is even said to protect occupants from the 
harmful effects of radiation. The powerful 
Ayurvedic medicine panchagavya is made of the 
five cow substances: milk, curd, ghee, urine and 
dung. Formal Hindu worship would not even be 
possible without the cow, as ghee is used to fuel 
the essential sacred flame. In fact, the entire 
subcontinent would perhaps come to a slum-
berous halt if chai shops did not have a constant 
supply of milk to brew up the beverage that keeps 
India running!

The unfortunate downside of the cow’s holy 
status, however, is that they are left alone to roam 
the streets freely and often end up neglected and 
malnourished, eating plastic bags out of trash 
heaps. Vagrant cows have become an everyday 
nuisance in urban areas, where bulls menace 
pedestrians with their sharp horns and cause 
traffic disturbances while napping in the road. In 
order to preserve the sanctity of cows, sanctuaries 
known as goshalas have been established at many 
ashrams where stray or abandoned cows are 
adopted and cared for in a humane way. They 
are provided with food, shelter and medicine, 
just as they contribute these necessities to humans.

Every day at Maharaj-ji’s, we would visit the 
goshala. The cows at the ashram were well cared 
for and fed a diet of fresh green vegetation. 
The bright yellow cowshed, graced with images 
of Krishna, sat adjacent to a blossoming flower 
garden. The cows were kept clean — many of them 
adorned with decorations around their necks and 
colorfully painted horns. Each year, the cows are 
worshiped on Gopastami, the festival in honor 
of cows and their beloved Krishna, also known as 
Govinda, “the protector of the cows.” On this 
day, cows are given a ritual bath and worshipped 
with offerings of flowers and incense, then hand- 
fed sweets and entertained with playful games.
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When selecting masala-chai spices, it is wise to 
choose the freshest, organic, finest quality, whole 
spices available. From an Ayurvedic standpoint, 
high quality in a spice means that it is full of 
prana, or life-force. Using prana-full spices makes 
the chai come alive. Old, stale or  powdered 
spices, on the other hand, will  produce a lifeless 
end result. 

Within a plant, prana is the living intelligence 
that is transferred to our body upon ingestion 
and digestion. This botanical intelligence is what 
communicates to our cellular intelligence how 
to go about healing itself. To protect the life-
force of the spices, it is important to keep the 
spice intact, in its whole form, until it is placed 
into the simmering water that will extract its 
prana. The easiest way to do this is by purchasing 
whole spices instead of powder: fresh ginger 
root, whole cardamom pods, cinnamon sticks, 
peppercorns, and so on. When using spices 

that have been pulverized on the other side of 
the world months before and have been sitting 
on the shelf for just as long, this prana, along with 
flavor and healing potential, has escaped by the 
process of oxidation. For this reason it is also 
beneficial to store spices in airtight glass, por-
celain or  tin containers, preferably in a relatively 
cool, dark location in the kitchen.

The best tools to have are a mortar and pestle, an 
electric spice grinder and a coarse grater. Indian 
chai wallahs will often just use a rock to smash 
the spices. We have heard of sadhus, or wandering 
monks, who simply crush the spices in their 
teeth, but we do not recommend this. Personally, 
we use a coarse grater for the fresh ginger, the 
electric spice grinder for the hard cardamom 
pods and a mortar and pestle for everything 
else. Perhaps the most important benefit of 
pro cessing the spices manually is that one’s own 
energy, or prana, is infused into the spices as they 

are crushed. This is where chai making can 
become an alchemical art, as one transmutes 
one’s chai into a golden prayer for friends 
and family.

Traditional masala chai spices help to increase 
the body’s prana in other ways. Ginger, cin na-
mon, cardamom and other chai spices support 
the function of the lungs, thereby allowing 
one to absorb more elemental air prana through 
the breath. In addition, almost all of the spices 
are digestives that help the body assimilate 
nutritive prana from food. And many of the 
warming chai spices act to burn up toxins in the 
body, thus clearing away unwanted sludge that 
impedes the flow of healing prana through the 
channels of the body. Honoring the prana and 
innate wisdom of the spices, therefore, is para-
mount as we prepare a deliciously healthy cup of 
masala chai.



Ginger has been used as a medicinal plant around the world since 
 antiquity. Called the “universal medicine,” it is used in Ayurveda, tra - 
di tional Chinese Medicine, and Western herbalism for a broad range of 
conditions. Ginger’s warming quality counteracts many cold-induced 
illnesses brought on during the winter and is a common home remedy 
for colds, flu, sore throat and sinus congestion. It can calm  stomach 
nausea, vomiting and motion sickness, and it helps relieve intestinal 
gas and abdominal cramping, including menstrual cramps. We found it 
indispensable for these conditions while traveling in India and always 
carried it in our daypack, even eating it raw when necessary, as a first- 
aid treatment.

Ginger burns up mucus and congestion and acts as an expectorant for 
the lungs. It cleanses the body by burning up toxins or eliminating them 
through the skin by stimulating perspiration. By neutralizing toxins and 
promoting circulation, it helps treat rheumatic conditions and osteo-
arthritis as well.

Ginger is a powerful digestive because it stimulates saliva flow, ignites the 
digestive fire and tones the stomach. My ayurvedic teacher, Dr. Vasant 
Lad, suggests enjoying a thin slice of ginger with a few drops of lime juice 
and a pinch of mineral salt before eating to kindle digestion. As an 
entire medicine chest in one plant, it is a good idea to always have some 
on hand in your home.

Ginger is the primary spice in masala chai. The fresh root (actually a 
rhizome) is available at most supermarkets. As a general rule, a root that 
is compact and bright yellow on the inside will be spicier and stronger 
tasting than the large, watery, pale-looking variety. To use it, grate, 
smash or thinly slice the fresh root and add it to the simmering masala. 
Using a coarse grater is the simplest method, and there is no need to peel 
it. For an extra-spicy chai, grate and squeeze some fresh ginger juice into 
each cup. In a pinch, you can use dried ginger; but the whole, fresh 
ginger root will offer the best flavor.

Cardamom is equal in standing to ginger as a classic masala chai spice. 
Even if you use only these two spices in your chai, you can create a tasty, 
well-balanced brew. Cardamom is traditionally used to improve one’s 
taste sensation. Added to chai, it can open your taste buds, allowing you 
to truly appreciate a delicious batch of chai. It also counteracts the 
mucus-forming properties of milk, making it a balancing addition to 
a milky chai with the added benefit of freshening the breath.

Cardamom is useful for those suffering from asthma, breathlessness 
or bronchitis. It is also used to alleviate colds and cough and as an 
expec to rant to expel phlegm. Cardamom is recommended as an herbal 
remedy for many symptoms of digestive upset, including indigestion, 
nausea, vomiting, belching, flatulence, bloating, colic and acid reflux.

For the best-tasting masala chai, use whole, plump, green cardamom 
pods. The whole pod can be ground up in a spice or coffee grinder. 
When using a mortar and pestle, smash the pods, remove the brown seeds 
from within and grind them to a powder. The green shells can either 
be tossed in the pot or discarded. If you cannot find the whole pods, the 
decorticated seeds (pod removed) can be used but may lack the fresh 
flavor of the sealed pod. It is not worth buying the powder, because it 
oxidizes quickly after being ground and has already lost its potency on 
the shelf. I have found that it is best not to boil the cardamom but to add 
it to the masala after turning off the heat and letting it steep. The volatile 
oils, and with them the flavor and medicinal value, diminish with boiling.
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Zingiber officinale •  Sanskrit: Ardraka •  Hindi: Adrak Elettaria cardamomum •  Sanskrit: Ela •  Hindi: Choti elaichi
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My dear friend and teacher Hamid Drake 
 lovingly served me my first cup of masala chai 
over 20 years ago. It was a moment I will never 
forget…sitting on the floor of his Chicago flat, 
the elevating aroma of simmering spices mixed 
with incense permeating his home, classical 
Indian rhythms vibrating through my being. 
Hamid emerged from the kitchen with two steam-
ing cups of his spicy masala chai. I  remember that 
first sip. It was the most delicious taste that had 
ever passed over my tongue. I sat spellbound, 
overcome by that deep sense of calm that ensues 
when sipping chai. It soothed me all the way to 
my soul.

I would go over to Hamid’s for Indian tabla 
drum instruction, but before the lesson began, 
we would sit with our chai and embark on con-
versations led by our mutual love for the Divine. 
We would discuss spiritual practice, and Hamid 
would illuminate the teachings of saints like Sri 
Ramakrishna and Bawa Muhaiyaddeen. Hamid 
became a guiding light to my inner path. I learned 
by his living example the way of com pas sionate 
activity and the unity of all sacred traditions. 
Finishing our chai, the lesson was over and my 
drums would still be sitting in their bag. It soon 
became clear that tablas were not my forte and 
perhaps our meetings held another purpose.

When I finally asked him for his chai recipe he 
replied, “I’ll have to show you.” Along with the 
other spices he crushed using his mortar and 
pestle, he would add enough peppercorns —  
white, black and red — to make it a fiery brew. 
I remember how he would pour the chai back 
and forth between two pots when it was finished, 
allowing it to breathe and create a frothy foam. 
Sometimes he would embellish it with a few 
strands of saffron. This is where I first got the 
idea. Still today, saffron is my special ingredient 
that sends my chai over the top. 

Hamid’s chai remains in my memory as the 
finest. He always made it with goat’s milk and 
maple syrup. When I started making my own 
masala chai, I didn’t know there was any other 
way. Now on those rare occasions when I drink 
goat milk chai, it reminds me of Hamid’s.

Hamid was my chai guru. He taught me not 
only how to make chai, but also the “secret.” He 
told me that chai should be prepared with prayer 
or mantra or loving intentions. This was the 
most vital ingredient. It imbued the chai with a 
blessing that would pass on to whoever drank it. 
Since then, I have been preparing homemade 
masala chai almost daily. It is my ritual and 
my offering.



Darjeeling tea is gentle and friendly, like the hill people who 
live in this lower Himalayan region. To savor the exquisite, 
subtle flavors, it is sipped without adding milk or sugar. Only 
a true connoisseur, with an earned discretion that comes with 
years of tea tasting, can distinguish the delicate undertones of 
a fine Darjeeling. 

It is an honor to be in Darjeeling in the spring to enjoy fresh 
first-flush teas perfectly brewed at the estate tasting room. 
It has certainly broadened my appreciation for the world’s 
best orthodox teas. The local street chai wallahs, on the other 
hand, serve up a lesser-quality Darjeeling, adulterated with 
milk and sugar. But I am not a tea snob. After all, I am here 
to discover chai in its native land. 

But after a few weeks in the Darjeeling hills, I find myself 
seeking out a stout Assam tea or even coffee. As an uncultured 
CTC masala chai drinker, I must confess: the quaint Darjeeling 
variety, although they say it “nourishes the soul” and “uplifts 
the spirit,” only softly tickles my body and mind. I prefer the 
Banaras, dark as night, creamy with buffalo milk chai, served 
in a clay cup that I can smash on the ground. Right now, I 
would gladly trade in my Darjeeling “Champagne of Teas” for 
some boiled Indian CTC street chai, which I can comparatively 
refer to as the “Jack Daniel’s of Tea.”

 Soon, we’ll be back on the plains again where I know my tea 
cravings will be satisfied and I 

can get some work done.
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Sipping a cup of the prized organic first-flush silver-tip 
tea at Makaibari Estate’s tasting room, we noticed something 
peculiar about a potted tea plant in the corner of the room. 
One of the tea leaves was walking down a branch. “No wonder 
this tea sells for 18,000 rupees per kilo,” I thought. Looking 
closer at the plant, we were astonished to discover that the tea 
leaf had little leafy legs and what appeared to be a head. Our 
host informed us we were beholding a Tea Deva. 

“A what?” I asked.

“Tea Deva, Tea Deva. A tea god!” Dev, the estate manager, 
proclaimed.

“Oh…a Tea Deva.” I suddenly realized we were in the presence 
of a Divine manifestation in the form of a bug. 

We were told that this preying mantis-like insect first revealed 
itself in the garden in 1992. “It is very difficult to locate,” Dev 
said, “because it is very similar to the tea leaves.” In fact, the 
Tea Deva apparently shares an empathic relationship with the 
tea bushes. In the early summer, the auspicious insect displays 
the same luster as a fresh leaf; in winter, it appears  blistered 
and worn. As the story has it, a 1995 hailstorm damaged a 
large tract of tea bushes in one part of the estate. A Tea Deva 
found in another unaffected location exhibited the same 
abrasions on its leaf-like body. 

“If somebody locates a Tea Deva, lucky things happen for that 
person,” Dev told us. In addition to luck, there is a monetary 
incentive offered by the estate to any employee who finds 
one. The Tea Deva is then brought to the office for visitors 
to admire for a couple of days before it is set free. 

Dev believes the appearance of this garden spirit is a direct 
result of applying farming practices that are attuned with 
nature. “Rudolf Steiner [the father of Biodynamic gardening] 
says if your farm cultivation is holistically biodynamic and 
nature is protected, then the new life forms that emerge are a 
reflection of your main crop,” Dev told us. “Our main crop 
is tea, so the Tea Deva is the reflection of our tea. So, it is the 
natural certificate that we are holistically following biodynamic 
practices.”
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In Darjeeling, Kurseong and Sikkim, we traversed 
the hills of several tea estates, mingling with the 
tea-leaf pluckers as they worked. Their careful 
eyes determined the maturity of each leaf while 
they quickly and nimbly picked the first two 
leaves and a bud from the tea-bush stems. They 
tossed the leaves over their shoulders into a doko, 
a woven bamboo basket supported by a forehead 
strap called a namlo. It bewilders the mind to 
consider that each of the many leaves of tea we 
consume daily has been individually plucked by 
human hands.

In the hill regions we visited, handpicking is still 
the only viable method of harvesting. At huge tea 
estates in the lowland plains of Assam and other 
flatter tea growing regions around the world, 
machines are sometimes used to harvest. Unlike 
the handpicking method, harvesting machines 
cannot control the quality of the tea, and the 
leaves are usually damaged in the process. This is 
fine for leaves that are chopped up and used in 
tea bags, but it does not meet the standards of an 
orthodox tea, where an intact, whole leaf is 
considered perfection.

After harvest, the tea leaves are taken to the 
factory, where they undergo one of two methods 
of processing, orthodox or CTC. Here, we look 
at the orthodox method and the four-step process 
of withering, rolling, oxidizing and firing:

Withering — The fresh tea leaves are weighed, then spread 
out on long metal troughs in a shaded area to wither. As the 
moisture evaporates, the leaves become limp and pliable, so 

they can be rolled with the least amount of damage. This can 
take from 14 to 20 hours, depending on humidity, temperature 
and other conditions. Only the trained senses of an experienced 
tea producer can discern the precise fragrance, color and texture 
of the leaves that indicate when they are ready for rolling.

Rolling  — Traditionally, tea was rolled by hand, but the 
process has been mechanized for large-scale tea production. 
Some of the rolling machines we saw at the Makaibari factory 
are still being used after 100 years. The rolling machine applies 
gentle pressure to the wilted leaves while rotating them around 
each other. This breaks open the cell walls of the leaves and 
releases the botanical chemicals stored within, initiating the 
oxidizing process that gives black tea its characteristic color 
and flavor.

Oxidation — The leaves are then laid out again, so the 
natural chemicals in the tea leaf can react with the air. Again, 
timing is essential. The leaves must oxidize long enough to draw 
out the complexity of flavors; but if oxidized too long, the tea 
becomes too strong and loses its subtle qualities. This step takes 
about two to four hours. The oxidation process is the main dis - 
tinction between black tea and green tea, which is not oxidized.

Firing  — To halt the oxidizing process and dry the tea 
completely, the leaves are then put through a drying machine. 
They pass by conveyor belt through a charcoal-fired heater 
at a temperature of 220 to 250 degrees Fahrenheit for about 
20 to 40 minutes.

After the tea is thoroughly dried, it is ready to 
be sorted by leaf grade. This is done by a machine 
that shakes the dried leaves over varying gauges 
of mesh to sift out the tea according to size. The 
largest, superior tea leaves may also be hand-
sorted again. It is critical to keep the same size 
leaves together, because when the tea steeps, 
smaller pieces steep quickly and larger, full-sized 
leaves infuse more slowly. If they are mixed, the 

smaller leaves will over-steep and throw off 
the flavor of a fine tea. Leaf grade does not nec es- 
sarily indicate quality; but a young, whole leaf 
demands a higher price than broken-leaf grade. 

The orthodox method of tea processing creates 
a tea with the multilayered, sophisticated taste 
pre ferred by tea connoisseurs. A good-quality 
orthodox tea will go a long way to improve the 
flavor of your masala chai. However, because the 
character of a full leaf tea is more delicate, you 
may want to use less milk, sugar and spices so you 
can appreciate the tea flavor.

The CTC (crush, tear, curl or cut, tear, curl) method 
is a quicker, more brutal process, as the name 
implies, and is generally used for the less expensive 
production of inferior-quality leaves. Tea leaves 
destined for CTC processing may be picked 
by machine or hand-harvested. After the leaves 
wither, they are put into a machine that compres-
ses the leaves, tears them apart, and curls them 
into little balls. The tea leaves then go through 
the oxidizing and firing process.

CTC tea possesses a robust flavor, because the 
greater surface area of the small grains of tea 
allows it to steep quickly. For brewing masala 
chai, CTC tea works well because its intense 
character can push its way through the spices and 
milk. Throughout India, most street-side chai 
wallahs use cheap CTC tea, boiling it thoroughly 
and often reusing the tea.
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As we climbed the steep stone path to the 
seclud ed hilltop Tashiding Monastery, each 
step took us deeper into a palpable prayer. 
Thou sands of colorful prayer flags stamped with 
Tibetan mantras released their blessings into the 
clear sky above our heads. The breeze playfully 
spun wind mill prayer wheels, spiraling out loving 
kindness toward the blue mountain horizon. A 
field of stupas rose out of the earth like white and 
golden Buddhas popping up in Heaven’s flower 
garden. The silent blessings permeated our being 
and carried us barefoot around the monastery 
grounds. 

We walked along a wall of mani stones, slabs of 
granite painted in brilliant colors with the great 
mantra Om mani padme hum etched into them, that 
encircled the entire stupa compound in an 
energetic ring invoking compassion. When we 
came around a corner, we spotted a figure inside 

a corrugated-tin and stone shack built into the 
prayer wall. A man looked out from behind 
stacked slabs of gray stone. As we approached him 
with obvious interest on our faces, he signaled us 
to come in and sit. 

He sat surrounded by engraved tablets, his worn 
hands inscribing the next prayer. His long fin- 
gers held a chisel in one hand braced against the 
carving easel, while his other hand rhythmically 
tapped with a small hammer. His graying dark 
hair was tied in a knot, like a small stupa, on top 
of his head. His face had sculpted Asian features, 
and long, fine strands of hair hung from his 
moustache and chin. He worked diligently as he 
peered through thick brown glasses tied with a 
string around his head. Occasionally he stopped 
and stared into our eyes. The three of us spoke 
no words. 

I somehow asked him if he had carved the 
thousands of prayers and deities surrounding  
the shrine. It was like a game of silent charades. 
You can have an entire conversation this way and 
not even realize you have not uttered a word. He 
slowly gestured his hand in a circle then pointed 
to himself to indicate that, indeed, he was the 
artist of this massive body of prayerful work. It 
seemed irrelevant to try to ask him how long he 
had been living there as a sculptor. If he told us 
300 years, when this monastery was first built, I 
would have believed him. It is that way in India 
— even the most unbelievable truth is possible. 
We sat in wonder as we witnessed this timeless 
being living in the heavenly realm, dedicating his 
life to extracting prayers out of stone. 



It is no surprise that in the city where the Divine 
Mother reigns supreme, Dolly Roy, the matri-
arch of tea, has set up her chai shop. Dolly’s, The 
Tea Shop is a well-established center of cha culture 
in Kolkata. Dolly grew up with tea in her veins at 
a boarding school in Darjeeling surrounded by 
the world’s premier tea. She returned there for a 
comprehensive study of tea when she was hired as 
the Tea Ambassador for the Tea Board of India, 
responsible for promoting Indian tea across the 
world. While possessing the nobility of being 
India’s first woman tea taster and the world’s first 
woman tea auctioneer, Dolly eventually decided 
to abandon the upper echelon of the tea world 
and embrace the essence of tea: sitting down with 
friends and sipping a cup of chai. For over 20 
years, Dolly has been dedicated to serving some 
of the finest Indian teas available, from Darjeel-
ing Second Flush Muscatel to Orthodox Assam. 
This is not your typical chai stall. 

On the evening we went to Dolly’s, I could not 
help but notice that the patrons were primarily 
women. This was the first time on our pilgrim-
age, through countless chai shops over four 
months, that we saw a roomful of women, not 
men, drinking chai. The next thing I noticed was 
that Dolly’s was run entirely by women. In shock, 
I had to sit down. 

The wicker chairs and plaid table cloths gave 
Dolly’s the ambiance of sitting in Grandma’s 
kitchen. The walls were constructed of wood 
panels from varnished tea crates, with photos 
depicting scenes from tea estates hanging above 
the tables. Handmade paper lamps hung from 
the café ceiling, expressing the revered plant’s 
affirmation: “I am a healthy addiction. I am a 
harmless vice.” And the tea? Superb. Even 
though it was late, I decided to go with the 
Assam, my preferred tea to brew masala chai, 
so I could sample it before buying some to take 
home. We relished our evening tea buzz and 
closed up the shop on our last night in India.
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Patrick Shaw has devoted his life to making the healing wisdom of the East accessible 
to Western culture. As well as being a seasoned India traveler and chai wallah, Patrick is 
a practitioner of Ayurveda, cranial sacral and traditional Thai massage. He has been 
making homemade masala chai for more than 20 years, having taught many others along 
the way. He teaches Ayurveda, Ayurvedic cooking and traditional Thai massage at the 
University of New Mexico in Taos. 

Jenny Kostecki-Shaw is a mother and a homesteader by day, and a freelance illustrator 
and author/illustrator of children’s books by night. Her picture books include My Travelin’ 
Eye (Henry Holt, 2008) and Same, Same but Different (Christy Ottaviano Books/Henry Holt, 
2011). Same, Same but Different was the winner of the 2012 Ezra Jack Keats New Illustrator 
Award and New Author Honor, the 2012 South Asian Book Award and the 2012 
 Frostburg State University Children’s Literature Centre Award. She illustrated “The 
Mother’s Wisdom Deck, A 52-Card Oracle Deck with Guidebook,” written by Niki 
Dewart and Elizabeth Marglin (Sterling, 2012). She also creates canvas art for Oopsy 
Daisy Fine Art for Kids. 

Their websites are chaipilgrimage.com and dancingelephantstudio.com.

Archival art and illustrated recipe prints from Chai Pilgrimage are available through 
chaipilgrimage.com.
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